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How does user experience differ between YouTube and TV?
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45% of Swiss users say that YouTube 
has more unique content than TV

28% say that YouTube is more relevant 
to their generation than TV

TV

YouTube
Advertising

71%

A MARKETER’S GUIDE TO

Everything you need to 
know about the web’s favorite 
video platform

FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT YOUTUBE IN SWITZERLAND

say that YouTube is the 1st 
place to go for online videos

45%
27.7%

of Swiss smartphone owners 
access online video platforms 
at least once a week

MOBILE USAGE

on a daily basis

on a weekly basis 

YOUTUBE IS THE ONLINE VIDEO PLATFORM WITH THE BIGGEST REACH IN SWITZERLAND

17%

of YouTubers are 
over 18 years old

60%
of YouTubers are 
over 35 years old

95%

Swiss people watching 
YouTube videos each month

This corresponds to

AGE DISTRIBUTION

How old are YouTube users?

YouTube in Switzerland - user behavior and expectations

What do YouTube users expect?
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15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55+ 21%

ENTERTAINMENT LEARNING / KEEPING UP TO DATE SOCIAL / SHARING

89% 65% 47%

3.14 million

YouTube’s net reach connects with 62% of Swiss 
internet users (mobile and desktop) each month 

Always ask yourself: is my video truly entertaining, informative and shareable?

A bicycle reseller has generated roughly

with funny videos on how to fix a bike.  

THINK 
OF THIS: 5.5 million views

vs

50%
more likely to multitask while they watching TV
than while watching YouTube videos (global
statistics)

Most subscribed channels (globally)

33.7 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSPewDiePie

20.8 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSHolaSoyGerman
That is roughly 13 times the number of cows in Switzerland (1,591,233 cows in Switzerland)

Most viewed Swiss channels in Switzerland

passion4profession

304 million views

Diabl0x9

244.3 million views

Julia Graf 

154.4 million views

The three most viewed channels have a total of 
nearly 703 million views. If every single person
in Switzerland generated one view a day, it 
would take 87 days - or nearly three months - to
generate this number of views.

ADVERTISING ON YOUTUBE

The Top 10 ads of 2014 generated a total of 

>1 billion 
MINUTES OF VIEW TIME

3 minutes
AVERAGE RUNTIME: 

VIDEOS AND ONLINE SHOPPING

of online shoppers use video as 
part of their pre-purchase research

42%
use YouTube to find products

62%

The three main YouTube ad formats: 

Booking options

Impact of YouTube campaigns

24-hour omnipresence on YouTube homepage, 
mobile page and app in one country, large 
banner format, 100% share of voice

Prerolls before YouTube videos, skippable 
and non-skippable ads, push advertising

MASTHEAD

IN-STREAM

IN-DISPLAY
Sponsored video, appears on watch pages 
and above search results, pull advertising

Video remarketing

425 million 
VIEWS

Reserved Buy TrueView

vs
ADVANTAGES OF TRUEVIEW

Customer pays only for the actual views

Potential to optimize performance during 
the campaign

Possibility to use video retargeting to 
re-engage relevant users

ADVANTAGES OF RESERVED BUY

Assured reach, customer receives and 
pays for the number of impressions 
agreed at the beginning

No management effort for campaign, 
time efficient approach

Easy integration into media planning

YouTube preroll ads generated 
significant lift of 

76% 
In 12 of the tested campaigns, 
TrueView ads were more likely to drive relevant web

or YouTube search behavior

17-19% in unaided brand 
awareness vs. control

19.5 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSSmosh
If you gathered all these people in one place for a public viewing, you would need
more than 500 St. Jakobs-Parks (biggest soccer stadium in Switzerland)

That is roughly four times the
population of Switzerland 

= 10 STADIUMS

 CPV  Customer is only charged only when a 

user generates a view, i.e. when the entire 

ad or the first 30 seconds are seen

 CPM  Customer pays for impressions

Best practices for YouTube advertising

TAKING YOUR TIME

The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.

EXPANDING SUCCESSFUL STORYLINES

Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
norms and sparked important conversations in 2014.

LEVERAGING CREATOR EXPERTISE

Friskies worked together with Buzzfeed to create the
branded cat video “Dear Kitten”, generating more than
18 million views to date.
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(users with intention to purchase)

(potential customers similar to your own customers)

(topics and keywords)

Create custom lists based on 
the video actions that matter 
most and target those lists

Re-engage with existing
customers, and approach 
them with new messages

Achieve higher relevance 
with remarketing
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WEBREPUBLIC'S YOUTUBE ADVERTISEMENT TOPTIPS

Capture the attention of the user in the first 5 seconds 
(before it is possible to skip the video) 

Create videos that are 10 to 25 seconds long; 

for longer content, focus on high-quality videos 

Produce exciting, humorous, surprising, or emotional content, 

and create something you would want to watch

Use additional free banner formats with a call-to-action 

to increase visibility and generate additional clicks 

Test to understand the most engaging pieces

Test different targeting methods to allow for optimization

Use the characteristics and functions of each format in a creative way 

Feature your key message and logo 

as early as possible and keep moving quickly

Use video retargeting to re-engage relevant users

wbrp.li/5MioViews

Use frequency capping for your ad to avoid over-exposure 

and a possible decrease in performance
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WEBREPUBLIC'S YOUTUBE ADVERTISEMENT TOPTIPS

Capture the attention of the user in the first 5 seconds 
(before it is possible to skip the video) 

Create videos that are 10 to 25 seconds long; 

for longer content, focus on high-quality videos 

Produce exciting, humorous, surprising, or emotional content, 

and create something you would want to watch

Use additional free banner formats with a call-to-action 

to increase visibility and generate additional clicks 

Test to understand the most engaging pieces

Test different targeting methods to allow for optimization

Use the characteristics and functions of each format in a creative way 

Feature your key message and logo 

as early as possible and keep moving quickly

Use video retargeting to re-engage relevant users

wbrp.li/5MioViews

Use frequency capping for your ad to avoid over-exposure 

and a possible decrease in performance
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How does user experience differ between YouTube and TV?
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45% of Swiss users say that YouTube 
has more unique content than TV

28% say that YouTube is more relevant 
to their generation than TV

TV

YouTube
Advertising

71%

A MARKETER’S GUIDE TO

Everything you need to 
know about the web’s favorite 
video platform

FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT YOUTUBE IN SWITZERLAND

say that YouTube is the 1st 
place to go for online videos

45%
27.7%

of Swiss smartphone owners 
access online video platforms 
at least once a week

MOBILE USAGE

on a daily basis

on a weekly basis 

YOUTUBE IS THE ONLINE VIDEO PLATFORM WITH THE BIGGEST REACH IN SWITZERLAND

17%

of YouTubers are 
over 18 years old

60%
of YouTubers are 
over 35 years old

95%

Swiss people watching 
YouTube videos each month

This corresponds to

AGE DISTRIBUTION

How old are YouTube users?

YouTube in Switzerland - user behavior and expectations

What do YouTube users expect?
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35-44

45-54

55+ 21%

ENTERTAINMENT LEARNING / KEEPING UP TO DATE SOCIAL / SHARING

89% 65% 47%

3.14 million

YouTube’s net reach connects with 62% of Swiss 
internet users (mobile and desktop) each month 

Always ask yourself: is my video truly entertaining, informative and shareable?

A bicycle reseller has generated roughly

with funny videos on how to fix a bike.  

THINK 
OF THIS: 5.5 million views

vs

50%
more likely to multitask while they watching TV
than while watching YouTube videos (global
statistics)

Most subscribed channels (globally)

33.7 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSPewDiePie

20.8 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSHolaSoyGerman
That is roughly 13 times the number of cows in Switzerland (1,591,233 cows in Switzerland)

Most viewed Swiss channels in Switzerland

passion4profession

304 million views

Diabl0x9

244.3 million views

Julia Graf 

154.4 million views

The three most viewed channels have a total of 
nearly 703 million views. If every single person
in Switzerland generated one view a day, it 
would take 87 days - or nearly three months - to
generate this number of views.

ADVERTISING ON YOUTUBE

The Top 10 ads of 2014 generated a total of 

>1 billion 
MINUTES OF VIEW TIME

3 minutes
AVERAGE RUNTIME: 

VIDEOS AND ONLINE SHOPPING

of online shoppers use video as 
part of their pre-purchase research

42%
use YouTube to find products

62%

The three main YouTube ad formats: 

Booking options

Impact of YouTube campaigns

24-hour omnipresence on YouTube homepage, 
mobile page and app in one country, large 
banner format, 100% share of voice

Prerolls before YouTube videos, skippable 
and non-skippable ads, push advertising

MASTHEAD

IN-STREAM

IN-DISPLAY
Sponsored video, appears on watch pages 
and above search results, pull advertising

Video remarketing

425 million 
VIEWS

Reserved Buy TrueView

vs
ADVANTAGES OF TRUEVIEW

Customer pays only for the actual views

Potential to optimize performance during 
the campaign

Possibility to use video retargeting to 
re-engage relevant users

ADVANTAGES OF RESERVED BUY

Assured reach, customer receives and 
pays for the number of impressions 
agreed at the beginning

No management effort for campaign, 
time efficient approach

Easy integration into media planning

YouTube preroll ads generated 
significant lift of 

76% 
In 12 of the tested campaigns, 
TrueView ads were more likely to drive relevant web

or YouTube search behavior

17-19% in unaided brand 
awareness vs. control

19.5 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSSmosh
If you gathered all these people in one place for a public viewing, you would need
more than 500 St. Jakobs-Parks (biggest soccer stadium in Switzerland)

That is roughly four times the
population of Switzerland 

= 10 STADIUMS

 CPV  Customer is only charged only when a 

user generates a view, i.e. when the entire 

ad or the first 30 seconds are seen

 CPM  Customer pays for impressions

Best practices for YouTube advertising

TAKING YOUR TIME

The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.

EXPANDING SUCCESSFUL STORYLINES

Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
norms and sparked important conversations in 2014.

LEVERAGING CREATOR EXPERTISE

Friskies worked together with Buzzfeed to create the
branded cat video “Dear Kitten”, generating more than
18 million views to date.
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Potential to optimize performance during 
the campaign

Possibility to use video retargeting to 
re-engage relevant users

ADVANTAGES OF RESERVED BUY

Assured reach, customer receives and 
pays for the number of impressions 
agreed at the beginning

No management effort for campaign, 
time efficient approach

Easy integration into media planning

YouTube preroll ads generated 
significant lift of 

76% 
In 12 of the tested campaigns, 
TrueView ads were more likely to drive relevant web

or YouTube search behavior

17-19% in unaided brand 
awareness vs. control

19.5 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSSmosh
If you gathered all these people in one place for a public viewing, you would need
more than 500 St. Jakobs-Parks (biggest soccer stadium in Switzerland)

That is roughly four times the
population of Switzerland 

= 10 STADIUMS

 CPV  Customer is only charged only when a 

user generates a view, i.e. when the entire 

ad or the first 30 seconds are seen

 CPM  Customer pays for impressions

Best practices for YouTube advertising

TAKING YOUR TIME

The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.

EXPANDING SUCCESSFUL STORYLINES

Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
norms and sparked important conversations in 2014.

LEVERAGING CREATOR EXPERTISE

Friskies worked together with Buzzfeed to create the
branded cat video “Dear Kitten”, generating more than
18 million views to date.
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(before it is possible to skip the video) 

Create videos that are 10 to 25 seconds long; 

for longer content, focus on high-quality videos 

Produce exciting, humorous, surprising, or emotional content, 

and create something you would want to watch

Use additional free banner formats with a call-to-action 

to increase visibility and generate additional clicks 

Test to understand the most engaging pieces

Test different targeting methods to allow for optimization

Use the characteristics and functions of each format in a creative way 

Feature your key message and logo 

as early as possible and keep moving quickly

Use video retargeting to re-engage relevant users

wbrp.li/5MioViews

Use frequency capping for your ad to avoid over-exposure 

and a possible decrease in performance
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A bicycle reseller has generated roughly
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more likely to multitask while they watching TV
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mobile page and app in one country, large 
banner format, 100% share of voice

Prerolls before YouTube videos, skippable 
and non-skippable ads, push advertising
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IN-STREAM

IN-DISPLAY
Sponsored video, appears on watch pages 
and above search results, pull advertising
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Customer pays only for the actual views

Potential to optimize performance during 
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Possibility to use video retargeting to 
re-engage relevant users

ADVANTAGES OF RESERVED BUY

Assured reach, customer receives and 
pays for the number of impressions 
agreed at the beginning

No management effort for campaign, 
time efficient approach

Easy integration into media planning

YouTube preroll ads generated 
significant lift of 

76% 
In 12 of the tested campaigns, 
TrueView ads were more likely to drive relevant web

or YouTube search behavior

17-19% in unaided brand 
awareness vs. control

19.5 MILLION SUBSCRIBERSSmosh
If you gathered all these people in one place for a public viewing, you would need
more than 500 St. Jakobs-Parks (biggest soccer stadium in Switzerland)

That is roughly four times the
population of Switzerland 
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 CPV  Customer is only charged only when a 

user generates a view, i.e. when the entire 

ad or the first 30 seconds are seen

 CPM  Customer pays for impressions

Best practices for YouTube advertising

TAKING YOUR TIME

The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.

EXPANDING SUCCESSFUL STORYLINES

Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
norms and sparked important conversations in 2014.

LEVERAGING CREATOR EXPERTISE

Friskies worked together with Buzzfeed to create the
branded cat video “Dear Kitten”, generating more than
18 million views to date.
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The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.
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Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
norms and sparked important conversations in 2014.
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Friskies worked together with Buzzfeed to create the
branded cat video “Dear Kitten”, generating more than
18 million views to date.
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The top 10 ads of 2014 averaged 3 mins in length. 
If the content is interesting, viewers stay tuned.

GIVING EVENTS A BEFORE AND AFTER

Sports fans spent 14 million hours watching the top 10 Super Bowl
and World Cup ads featured in the rewind video: 75% of these hours 
were earned before or after the events.

EXPANDING SUCCESSFUL STORYLINES

Evian continued its 2013 “Baby & Me” story with “The Amazing Baby 
& Me” video and saw a 4x week-on-week increase in views on the
original video.

SHAPING CULTURAL CONVERSATION

Videos such as #LikeAGirl by Always challenged social
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